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SHAREHOLDING PATTERN (%)

STOCK PERFORMANCE (%)

STOCK PRICE PERFORMANCE

KEY RATIOS

Market Capitalisation Rs1.94bn
Book Value per share Rs101
Eq Shares O/S (F.V. Rs5) 19.4mn
Median Vol. (12 mths) 31,274 (BSE+NSE)
52 Week High / Low Rs166 / 80
BSE Scrip Code 508814
NSE Scrip Code COSMOFILMS
Bloomberg Code CFLM IN
Reuters Code CSFL.BO

Qtr. Ended Dec-07 Mar-07 Jun-08
Promoters 43.7 43.7 43.7
MFs/ UTI/ FIs 2.8 2.2 2.1
FIIs/ NRIs/ OCBs 8.5 9.5 9.5
PCBs 22.2 19.9 16.7
Indian Public 22.9 24.7 28.0

1M 3M 12M
Absolute 5.8 (10.1) 10.9
Relative 0.2 0.8 14.1

COSMO FILMS LTD.
Initiating Coverage    ‘BUY’

Sector  Packaging     I    CMP Rs100     I     Target Rs125

Cosmo Films Ltd. (CFL) was incorporated in ‘76 by Mr. Ashok Jaipuria to
manufacture BOPP (Bi-axially oriented polypropylene) films, which find
application in the consumer products industry for packaging, lamination
and for other industrial applications (capacitors & adhesive tapes).

Over the years CFL has evolved from being a small player to one of the
leading manufacturers of BOPP films and also supplies niche products
like metallised, thermal laminated & other specialty films.

The company has outlined a capex of Rs2bn to be executed in 2 phases
over the next 2 years, which entails setting up 2 BOPP lines of 35k tpa
each as well as augment its metallising and Thermal lamination capacity
to 9.6k tpa and 25k tpa resp.

At the CMP of Rs100, CFL trades at a P/E and EV/EBITDA of 2.4x & 2.1x
resp of its FY10E earnings. The company’s strategy of streamlining
operations and the ability to innovate new products coupled with bullish
trends in the flexible packaging industry inspire confidence in the outlook
for the company. Hence, we initiate coverage on the company with a
‘BUY’ recommendation and price target of Rs125, with a 15 months
investment horizon.

INVESTMENT RATIONALE

CFL is a focussed manufacturer in the Indian BOPP film market and
is gradually concentrating on supplying specialty films, which command
higher realisations and robust margins and are insulated from pricing
pressures of the commodity cycle.

The impending capex is aimed at not only enhancing capacities but
also streamlining operations to optimise process efficiency. Production
of commodity grade films will be shifted to newer lines and that of
specialty films to older, smaller lines; since the latter are customised and
economically produced on smaller lines, thereby generating operating
leverage for the company.

It has successfully developed specialty grade Thermal Laminated films,
which come in at the highest end of the BOPP film spectrum. Apart from
enjoying a vital ‘First mover’ advantage, it is moving towards safeguarding
revenues and profitability.

Yr Ended Dil.EPS ROCE RONW P/E EV/Sales EV/EBIDT
(Mar) (Rs.) (%)  (%) (x)  (x)  (x)

2006 5.7 8.1 9.9 15.0 0.9 6.3

2007 11.0 13.3 17.7 7.8 0.6 4.8

2008E 19.7 21.0 26.7 4.3 0.6 3.4

2009E 25.4 23.8 25.8 3.9 0.6 3.7

2010E 41.5 29.3 31.3 2.4 0.4 2.1

KEY FINANCIALS (CONSOLIDATED)

Yr Ended Net YoY Gr Op Op Marg Net Dil. Eq
(Mar) Sales (%) Profits (%) Profits Capital

2006 4,220 8 547 13.0 128 194

2007 5,356 27 673 12.6 248 194

2008E 5,852 9 876 15.0 445 194

2009E 7,043 20 1,181 16.8 572 225

2010E 10,757 53 1,832 17.0 935 225

(Rs Mn)

Analyst - Abhishek Dalal I adalal@pinc.co.in I Tel: +91-22-6618 6462 11 September 2008
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Background

Flexible Packaging Industry

The packaging format is influenced by a wide range of factors such as product
composition, logistics, legal & regulatory compulsions, end usage etc. Its primary purpose
is to retain the quantity & characteristics of the packaged product as well as enhance the
shelf life (especially in case of edible products).  Presently,  the Indian flexible packaging
industry  is  valued at Rs107bn and is expected to achieve Rs300bn in revenues over the
next 7 years (CAGR~16.5%). The industry encompasses a wide range of products such
as  paper board cartons, laminated tubes, blister packaging (for pharma) & films (PVC,
PET, BOPP etc,), with films making up for the largest chunk (in volume terms).

Flexible packaging is an integral part of the packaging segment and includes packaging
for FMCG products, ready to eat foods, confectionery items, over- wraps for various
applications etc. BOPP films serve as a raw material for the flexible packaging industry
and also find application in industrial products (capacitors & adhesive tapes).

Flexible packaging has several  key use segments viz. retail and institutional food & non-
food products, medical & pharmaceutical packaging, industrial applications and
consumer products which involve the usage of different film types listed below.

As a packaging format, flexible packaging imparts the following benefits to FMCG
companies viz. space compression and increased shelf visibility , material cost-reduction
and logistical advantages (by reducing the per-package cost of transportation, storage
and distribution). This industry has witnessed impressive growth of ~17% p.a. in the
country (Source: www.plastindia.com; www.stratpack.com), over the last 3-4 years. This
has been brought about by emerging trends in the booming retail sector, changing life-
style patterns in metros, mini-metros and other urban clusters, overall rise in discretionary
spending etc.

The shift of end-user industries away from traditional rigid packaging materials viz.
wood, metal & glass on account of the convenience provided by  flexible packaging, in
conjunction with the increasing use of packaging in influencing purchase decisions at
the point of sale have also proved to be beneficial for the flexible packaging sector.

Film type, characteristics and applications

Source: PINC Research, Industry sources

The Indian flexible packaging
industry is poised for
exponential growth over the
next 7 years...

Booming retail sector to fuel
flexible packaging industry
growth...

High moisture vapour transmission rate,
high tensile strength and puncture
resistance

Heat Resistance, Excellent printability
and high OTR (oxygen transmission
rate)

High tensile strength and puncture
resistance

High transparency and low water vapor
barrier properties

Good heat sealability and easy to tear

High transparency, good printability

FMCG, food packaging, medical
packaging & industrial applications
(capacitors and adhesive tapes)

FMCG, Food packaging, electrical
insulation, magnetic applications and
caapcitors

Chilled food products, pickles, retort
packaging, oil packaging

Labels for dairy packaging, lamination,
twist wraps for candies

Food products, diapers

Widely used by the unorganized market
moreover for food packaging

BOPP
(Bi-axially oriented

Polypropylene)

BOPET
(Bi-axially oriented

Polyethylene
Terephthalate)

BOPA
(Bi-axially Oriented

Polyamide)

BOPS
(Bi-axially Oriented

Polystyrene)

CPP
(Cast

Polypropylene)

TQPP
(Tubular Quenched

Polypropylene)

      Film Type                           Characteristics                      Applications
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Background

BOPP Films

A significant portion of packaging solutions today include Bi-Axially Oriented
Polypropylene (BOPP) Films. These films can be further segregated into the following
categories:

Commodity Films (Transparent Films)

These films are in the lowest band of the BOPP film spectrum and are classified as a
commodity product. They account for over 70% of the total BOPP film consumed globally.
The demand for transparent films has grown at an average rate of 9.1% p.a from
FY00-FY05.  On account of the commodity nature of this film, this segment is characterised
by low margins and is extremely price sensitive.

Intermediaries (Metallised BOPP films)

Films in this segment are customised and come in the following forms viz. opaque,
pearlised, capacitor grade, adhesive label grade , high barrier metallised etc. These are
films which are either treated (with chemicals, adhesives, processes viz. carona treatment,
for better printability) or laminated so as to meet the specific requirements of the packaged
product. Over the last 5 years, the offtake of these films has witnessed the highest growth
rate of 10.8%p.a. and the trend is expected to gather momentum going forward, on account
of cost effectiveness and other properties viz. barrier to oxygen, moisture, UV light barrier
properties & suitability for attractive presentation of snacks and confectionery. (Source:
PCI Films; www.stratpack.com)

Specialty Films (Thermal laminated films)
Films such as ‘Thermal Laminated’, special shrink, in mould labels, thin & rough capacitor
grades fall under this segment. These films necessitate high degree of customization in
comparison to ‘Intermediaries’ and are largely consumed in mature markets like USA,
W.Europe & Japan. In this segment, the demand for ‘Thermal laminated’ films is estimated
at~ Rs18bn (with USA accounting for about Rs8bn). The growth in demand for this film
over the past few years has been exponential, reaching 108k mt in FY07 and the same is
expected to sustain, considering its application in stationery products as well as cost
benefits (No adhesive & curing time required). Moreover, the environment friendly nature
of these films is contributing to their increasing usage in mature markets and consequently
leading to higher offtake from these geographies.

 Global BOPP Film Market Composition
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*Note: Realisations have a wide range as they vary from market to market, depending on production costs & price discounts
Source: PCI Films, DMT presentation 2007, Company

Commodity films segment
accounts for about 70% of the
total BOPP film market...

Intermediary films segment
witnessing the highest growth
rate ...

Highest offtake of specialty
films is from mature markets
like USA, W.Europpe &
Japan...
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Manufacuring Process

Manufacturing Process:

BOPP film can be manufactured using any of the following 2 techniques viz. Tubular
Bubble process or Cast Stenter process.

The first technique is more suited for small scale operators and not widely used due to
the lower compressive and tensile strength of the film produced. The second method, is
more widely used and preferred by most large scale BOPP manufacturers (including
CFL) across the globe.

The process consists of the following steps:

a) Dosing & mixing: For each of the core layers depending on the film construction
(3 layer or 5 layer), granulated PP resin is dosed and mixed with additives and the
scrap film from the edge trimming of the finished BOPP film, in order to give the
film desired characteristics & achieve minimum wastage.

b) Extrusion: The mixed material for each of the layers is melted and plasticised to
achieve the required homogenous state and is then filtered and transported to the
die unit.

c) Die Casting: The melted mixed material of each of the layers are cast to produce a
flat  layered cast sheet, which is then cooled.

d) Machine Direction Orientation (vertical stretching): The cast sheet is then heated up
by preheating the rolls & is vertically stretched before annealing (heat setting to
stabilise the stretched sheet).

e) Transversal Direction Orientation (horizontal stretching): The cast sheet is horizontally
stretched and then annealed again to determine the width and other properties of
the film.

f) Pull Roll Station: The film is  trimmed, measured for thickness and surface treated by
the carona treatment unit (which makes it receptive to printing)

g) Winding & Slitting: The film is then wound onto metal rolls, allowed to cool and
unwound from the metal rolls, slit to the requisite width and wound again for
despatch.

BOPP Film Production Process

Screening equipment Dosing system

Waste films recycling system
Metal separation

Drying unit Grinder

Extruder Casting unit MDO TDO Pull roll Winder

Slitting
machine

CFL adopts the Cast stenter
process to manufacture BOPP
films...

Source: PCI Films
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Industry Overview

Raw Material Scenario

Polypropylene (PP) resins viz. homopolymer, co-polymer are the primary raw BOPP
Films , along with different additives and other assorted chemicals.

The average Input:Output ratio for manufacturing transparent film is 1.15:1 by weight,
with 1.09kg of polymer resin & 0.06kg of additives required to produce 1kg of BOPP film.

Prices of PP (Polypropylene) resins have been on an uptrend since ‘04. This is on account
of ever increasing crude oil & naptha prices in conjunction with stagnant capacities
and the resultant high utilisation of PP manufacturing units.

The world’s largest PP manufacturers are Basell Polyolefins, Samsung, Chevron Phillips,
Formosa Plastics, Exxon Mobil & Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL). There are 3 manufacturers
of PP resins in India viz. RIL, IPCL & HPL, with a combined capacity of 2mn tpa (Source:
Crisil Research). 80% of the PP resin manufactured in India is consumed locally, while
the remainder, not suitable for domestic consumption, is exported. Domestically, large
capacities (~1.5mn tpa) in the PP space have been lined up for commissioning over the
next 3 years. Additionally, few of the world’s largest players have announced capacity
expansions in excess of 8mn tpa of which 0.9mn tpa, contributed by , Nat PET- Saudi
Arabia & Formosa Plastics- China (Source:Crisil). Upon commencement of these
capacities, PP prices are expected to ease from current levels until the demand matches
up with the incremental supply and higher rates of capacity utilisation are achieved.

Global BOPP Scenario

The last 15 years have witnessed a steady growth in both, BOPP film production and
global demand, barring a few years when capacity outstripped the latter.

Source: Crisil, PCI Films

Indian PP Capacity (‘000 MT)

Source: PCI Films

Global BOPP Capacity V/s Demand (‘000 TPA)
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lined up over the next 3
years...

PP, additives and other
chenicals act as major raw
materials for CFL...

BOPP film industry has
witnessed a steady growth
over the last 15 years...
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Industry Overview

Simultaneously, advances in manufacturing techniques and the ever-evolving
requirements of end-users have seen a gradual development of newer products in the
BOPP space, with legacy products slowly moving down the value chain. With the
progression of the product lifecycle, the manufacturing of mature products has
traditionally migrated to low cost destinations like S.E. Asia and China, accompanied
by a build-up in production capacities.

The global BOPP film industry moved into a position of oversupply in ‘03 when Chinese
players invested very heavily in capacities. On the back of cheap loans and a high
domestic capacity utilisation factor (CUF), investments in the sector led to a doubling of
global capacities from ‘98 levels. Simultaneously, capex by other manufacturers in the
rest of the world slowed down to balance out the new capacities emerging in China.
This sudden increase in capacity, coupled with a slow-down in demand for BOPP film
in mature markets like N.America, Japan & W. Europe resulted in a drop in global CUF
for the industry (74% in ‘05), with China clocking CUF of ~65% &  60% in Eastern Europe
(Source: PCI Films Consulting Ltd.)
Since ‘06, global demand has recovered with nascent markets like E. Europe, C&S America,
M. East & Africa experiencing a surge in demand, coupled with a healthy pick-up in offtake
of value-added products viz. metallised & thermal films in the mature markets.
Another noteworthy aspect about demand in mature  markets, is the increasing
preference for 5-Layer film, which cannot be met by Chinese manufacturers, most of
whom have installed 3-Layer film lines.

Product Cycles: Specialities-Commodities

Capacitor Metallized

Opaque Coating
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clear

Labels

5-layer
opaque

Thin+rough
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Industry Overview

Over the last decade the Asia-Pacific region and China together have accounted for
nearly 60% of the world film capacity as compared to about 40% in the mid 90’s. Going
forward these geographies are expected to experience high growth rates as large
capacities and low cost of production enable manufacturers to service not only in
domestic consumption but also developed markets such as N. America &  W.Europe.
Incremental demand is also expected  to arise out of the East European & Middle East/
African markets, since they have a relatively smaller manufacturing bases.
Globally, the top 5 BOPP film manufacturers today include players such as Exxon Mobil
Chemical Films (USA), Treofan (France), Nanya Plastics (USA), Shenda Group (China),
Vibac Group (Italy), each having a capacity in excess of 160k tpa, with Exxon Mobil being
the largest with  a capacity of 265k tpa.
Over the years the minimum economic size of a BOPP film line has shot-up  from about
6k tpa  to about 30k tpa, (almost all the new announced capacities are 30k lines and
above) thereby increasing the capex (~ Rs0.8bn for 30k tpa line).  This enables
manufacturers to produce more economically on these large lines so as to generate
higher manufacturing efficiency and reduce opex.

There are concerns in some quarters about build up in Chinese capacity, in a scenario
reminiscent of ‘03. Industry sources are of the opinion that while the Chinese BOPP
manufacturers do pose a threat in terms of sheer scale, certain limitations will inhibit
their influence on global markets viz.

(1) Most of the Chinese capacities are 3 layer films which are being replaced by 5 layer
films to a limited extent.

(2) This capacity build-up has been planned to service the domestic markets on account
of exponentially high growth in consumption

(3) Most of the Chinese players do not offer favourable business terms (no credit period)
to their international clients, thereby restricting their ability to service overseas
markets.

Source: PCI Films

Global BOPP Trade Flow (‘000 TPA)
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Industry Overview

Growth rates determined by end use
End Use (mn TPA) 2005 2010 Gr.(%)(FY00-FY05) Gr.(%)(FY05-FY10)

Food Packaging 2,797 3,846 57 38

Non food packaging 602 825 54 37

Total Packaging 3,399 4,671 57 37

Industrial 886 1,101 40 24

Total world demand 4,285 5,772 53 35

Source: PCI Films

Source: Company

Thermal Laminated Film Market (Rs.mn)

Food packaging has been
witnessing highest growth
rates...

TQPP films have a high level
of penetration in the Indian
flexible packaging industry...

The Indian flexible packaging
industry is expected to clock a
CAGR of 17% over the next 5
years...
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Domestic Scenario:

The domestic market for BOPP films has nearly doubled from 50k in FY01-FY02 to over
100k tpa by FY07.  Within India TQPP (Tubular Quench PP Films) have a very high
market share in the flexible packaging industry which is gradually being replaced and
is transforming into an addressable market for BOPP manufacturers. As the converting
industry can process these films more easily and are able to run this on the new modern
packaging machines.

The per capita  consumption of BOPP in India is  low (~100gm), below the world average
of 660 gm, hence proving to be a major indicator for growth potential, considering the
retail revolution in the country.

The flexible packaging industry in the country is expected to grow exponentially at 17%,
(source: www.tafcon.com; www.indiamarkets.com) over the next 5 years, on account of
(1) the rising affluence of the 200mn Indian middle class, hence  higher incomes
consequently leading to higher discretionary spending  , (2) India’s food processing
industry is expected to grow at 8% till 2007 & at 10% by 2010 ( Associated Chambers of
Commerce and Industry of India),(3) rapid growth in demand for single portion
packaging of food and non-food products, (4) increase in offtake of branded products in
food & non- food sectors resulting in heightened demand for flexible packaging.
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BOPP V/s BOPET

BOPET V/s BOPP

The usage of BOPET films in the Indian flexible packaging industry is higher as
compared to mature markets such as Europe, USA and Japan. This preference is mainly
on account of Indian weather conditions (high temperature and humidity) and product
manhandling during transportation (as BOPET film is more rigid  and has high Oxygen
transmission rate~OTR which prevents the oxygen from entering the package),and
most importantly the usage of rotogravure printers by the domestic converting industry
which are more suited to BOPET.

In mature markets, the packaging industry tends to prefer BOPP films over BOPET
films as it offers higher yield, as illustratted in the table below. Moreover, most converters
have installed Central Impression (CI) Flexographic  printing machines (BOPP is easier
to print on these machines) for higher definition printing. Now that global FMCG giants
are sourcing their flexible packaging requirements from India, most of the converters
are shifting towards CI Flexo printers as is the practice in mature markets. Going forward,
this shift in printing standards from Rotogravure printing to CI Flexo printing is likely to
induce a higher usage of BOPP over BOPET in domestic markets.

BOPP V/s BOPET

Source: Industry sources, PINC Research

BOPP films offer higher yield
over BOPET films... Film Type Film density (g/cm2) Thickness (microns) Gram/Sq.mt (GSM)

BOPP 0.9 18 16.6

BOPET 1.4 12 16.8
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Company  Overview

Cosmo Films Ltd.
As mentioned earlier, CFL operates out of 2 locations viz.  Aurangabad (Mah) and Baroda
(Guj) with an installed capacity of 78k tpa. The company is a major player in the domestic
markets (~22%-23%mkt share) and also caters to the N. American, European & UK markets.
The proximity of manufacturing facilities to ports viz. Mumbai and Kandla is particularly
advantageous while exporting.
Business Model:
A large chunk of CFL’s revenues (~80%) is made up of direct sales to customers i.e B2B sales,
while the remainder is contributed by sales to distributors & channel sales. CFL’s domestic
client roster includes marquee names such as Coca Cola, PepsiCo, Britannia, ITC, Parle
Products, Hindustan Unilever Ltd etc. CFL also caters to the unorganised players in the domestic
market, servicing them through distributors.

The company sources a major portion (~70%) of its raw material(PP) requirements from
Reliance Industries Ltd (~3% of RIL’s PP capacity), hence it manages to negotiate better terms
while the remaining requirement is met through imports from companies such as Samsung,
Basell Polyolefins & Formosa Plastics. As practice, CFL maintains an inventory of 15 days.
Most of CFL’s orders are in the form of purchase orders raised by clients and  the lead time to
process and despatch the same is 10-12 weeks, depending on the delivery schedule. Any
escalation in the prices of raw materials in the interim is passed on to the customer at the
time of final invoicing.
Capex
CFL has outlined capital expenditure plan of Rs.2bn  in 2 phases (i.e.Rs1.2bn & Rs0.8bn) in
order to augment its capacity to 160k tpa from the present level of 78k tpa. This involves
setting up of single BOPP lines of 35k tpa in each phase, with additional capacities of
6.6k tpa & 3.5k tpa for metallising and thermal laminated films (in first phase) resp.
The equipment for the 1st phase has already been ordered and is expected to arrive by
Oct’08. CFL expects to complete installation and trial runs within 4 months of machinery
arriving and has targeted Q4FY09 and Q2FY10 resp for completion of the 2 phases of capex.
In order to fund the same, the promoters have subscribed to 3.1mn warrants at a price of
Rs107/warrant (convertible in the ratio of 1sh/warrant). ~Rs850mn has been tied down
through debt in the form of equipment supplier credit. The remaining capex  would be
funded through internal accruals.
At present, CFL’s production is split across several small lines. Post the capex, it will shift
production of commodity grade films to the larger lines and benefit from economies of
scale. It will continue to produce intermediate and specialty films on its smaller lines, since
it is more economical to produce specialty films like thermal laminates on smaller lines as
customisation as per customer specifications increases machine downtime.
Post expansion of capacities, we expect the new lines to stabilise within 3-4 months of
being operationalised. We expect this to generate higher asset sweating and an
improvement of ~200bps in OPM over the subsequent 24 months.

Source: Company

Revenue Break-up

W.Europe
20%
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29%

Domestic
42%

Ex ports
57%

Total Revenue
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80% of  the company’s sales
are driven by B2B sales...

CFL imports 30%  of its raw
marterial and sources the rest
domestically...

The company has outlined a
capex plan of Rs2bn for the
next 2 years...

 New lines to generate
operating leverage and
higher asset sweating...
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Peerset

Peerset Comparison:
Companies such as Jindal Polyfilms Ltd., Uflex, Max India & Xpro India are CFL’s peers in
the BOPP arena in India. CFL is the only player that operates exclusively in the BOPP
films segment whereas the rest are diversified with a product profile that includes
products like PET chips, BOPET films etc.
Jindal Polyfilms Ltd. carries its manufacturing activities in Nasik (Mah) and is also a
major exporter of commodity grade BOPP film. However, the remainder of CFL’s peers
are based out of northern India and thereby limited to servicing the domestic markets,
with a particular emphasis on northern and central India.
Another drawback of diversified players is the risk in exposing themselves to multiple
commodity cycles thereby increasing chances of jeopardising profitability. E.g:
Manufacturers of BOPET films are exposed to volatile prices of PTA & MEG, which are
crude derivatives (feedstock for PET).
This core focus strategy gives the company a competitive edge over other players, in
terms of manufacturing efficiencies, higher economies of scale and protection from
extremely volatile crude-based commodity prices.
Lastly, by virtue of being the sole manufacturer of specialty grade thermal laminated
films in the country, CFL possesses a vital ‘First-mover’ advantage, enabling to capture
any upsurge in domestic demand for the same.

Source: Company, Indusrty sources

Peers Capacities (TPA)
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Uflex X'pro India Max India CFL Jindal Poly films

FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10

CFL’s core focus strategy
gives it a competitive edge
over its peerset...

Most of CFL’s peers
manufacture commodity
grade and intermediate
films...
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SWOT

SWOT Analysis

Strengths:

1) CFL is one of the dominant players in the BOPP market in India (~ 23% market
share) and is modifying strategy towards maximising manufacturing efficiencies,
by shifting the commodity grade films to the 2 new lines and maintaining
production of specialty films on the smaller, legacy lines.

2) It operates a significant portion of its capacity to manufacture Thermal laminated
films (only Indian player to develop this product), which is a high margin
business.

Weakness:

1) CFL sources 70% of its raw material requirement from RIL, any shortfall in
supplies could adversely affect the company’s output and revenues.

Opportunities:

1) Cosmo has a wide exposure & credibility in markets like E. Europe, C & S. America,
M.East & Africa, which have significant growth potential and have a small
production base.

2) Presently, India consumes high percentage of TQPP films, which are gradually
being replaced by BOPP. As an established player, CFL is well positioned to
grab a pie of the replacement market.

3) The market for thermal laminated films has been registering exponential growth
globally. Being one of the lowest cost and established manufacturers in the
space, CFL is positioned well to service this demand.

Threats:

1) The development of any new, cost competitive substitute could harm the
companies revenues. However, the possibility of such a product being developed
and commercialised in the near future are remote.

2) By CY10, Chinese BOPP manufacturers are expected to build up significant
capacities (~34% of global capacity by CY10, Source: PCI Films). Any dumping
by Chinese players in Europe and N.America could impact CFL and its Indian
peers.

CFL has a ‘First Mover’
advantage, on account of
thermal laminated films...

High penetration of TQPP
films offer immense
substitute potential...
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Our View

INVESTMENT ARGUMENT

Going forward, we expect the requirement of packaging solutions necessitated by the
increasing penetration of organised retail to provide a strong platform for CFL to increase
sales and revenues. Furthermore, the cost competitiveness of BOPP as a packaging
substrate vis-a-vis other materials like aluminium foil, metallised PET and other plastic
films such as PE & PVC; in conjunction with the migration of packaging/ printing
standards to internatonal levels (CIFlexo printing) generates a scenario ripe for long term
sustainable demand.

CFL is aligning its operations to capitalise on the opportunities at hand. The company’s
strategy of streamlining operations to generate operating leverage and higher asset
sweating inspires confidence in outlook for the company. The funds required for the
capex have been tied down in the form of debt and equity, while maintaining a prudent
leverage ratio of >1x.

Additionally, the company is steadily ramping its sales of specialty films, which offer
higher margins. Going forward, this  would provide a cushion for revenues and margins
in the eventuality of a downturn in the commodity cycle.

Lastly, CFL has a track record of technical competence and ability to innovate, which has
been ably demonstrated by its success in Thermal Laminated Films. Going forward, we
expect the company to continue to leverage its technical expertise to develop newer
products for niche applications.

VALUATIONS & RECOMMENDATION

We expect CFL to clock revenues of Rs7bn & Rs10.7bn in FY09E & FY10E resp on back of
higher despatches and marginally higher realisations. The shift of production to newer lines
(in case of commodity grade film) should generate operating leverage for the company and
we expect OPM to improve to 16.8% and 17% in FY09E & FY10E resp (v/s OPM of 15% in
FY08). While capital charges should increase significantly due to the incidence of capex, we
expect net profits to settle at Rs572mn & Rs935mn resp in FY09E & FY10E resp.

At the CMP of Rs100, CFL trades at a P/E and EV/EBITDA of 2.4 & 2.1 resp of its FY10E
earnings. We initiate coverage on the company with a ‘BUY’ recommendation and price
target of Rs125, with an investment perspective of 15 months.

Company concentrating on
increasing sales of specialty
films...

We initiate coverage with a
‘BUY’ recommendation and a
price target of Rs125...

Substitution effect holds
promise for upsurge in
domestic consumption of
BOPP films...
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Quarter Ended Year Ended
Particulars (Rs Mn)

Financial Results for the quarter ended June 30, 2008 (Standalone)

30/06/08 30/06/07 Gr % 31/03/08 31/03/07 Gr %

Net Sales 1,859 1,393 33.4 5,852 5,342 9.5

Total Expenditure 1,578 1,191 32.5 4,981 4,669 6.7

(Inc) /Dec stock in trade 15 (13) (1) 100

RM consumption 1,124 811 42.8 3,433 3,209 3.7

Fuel and Power 130 89 46.2 387 369 4.9

Staff costs 95 92 3.4 322 245 31.4

Other expenditure 214 213 0.8 840 747 12.5

Operating profit 281 202 38.9 871 673 29.4

Other Income 11 5 64 43

PBIDT 291 207 40.8 935 716 30.6

Interest 31 31 (1.0) 128 152 (15.4)

Depreciation 54 58 (8.1) 253 259 (2.2)

PBT & extra-ordinary items 207 118 76.0 605 305 98.4

Provision for current tax 62 30 175 65

Provision for deferred tax - (4) (15) (12)

Provision for FBT - 1 3 4

Net Profit 145 91 59.7 442 248 77.9

Equity Capital (F.V. Rs 10) 194 194 194 194

Reserves (excl. rev. res.) - - 1,618 1,289

EPS (Rs) 7.5 4.7 22.7 12.8

Book Value (Rs) - - 93.2 76.3

OPM (%) 15.1 14.5 0.6 14.9 12.6 2.3

NPM (%) 7.8 6.5 1.29 7.6 4.6 2.90

Exp. (% of Net Sales)

Raw materials (adj.) 61.3 57.3 58.6 61.9

Power fuel and light 7.0 6.4 6.6 6.9

Staff costs 5.1 6.6 5.5 4.6

Other expenses 11.5 15.3 14.4 14.0

Median PE v/s Daily PE PE Band

8x

6x

0

4

8

12

16

Apr-04 Apr-05 Apr-06 Apr-07 Apr-08

Daily PE Median PE

0

55
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220
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4x
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Income Statement 2006 2007 2008 2009E 2010E

Balance Sheet 2006 2007 2008 2009E 2010E

Year Ended March (Figures in Rs mn)

Revenues 4,220 5,356 5,852 7,043 10,757

Growth (%) 8.0 26.9 9.3 20.4 52.7

Total Expenditure 3,673 4,683 4,976 5,863 8,925

Operating Profit      547        673       876   1,181   1,832

Interest & dividend income        39          43       114         50         40

EBIDT      585        715       990   1,231   1,872

(-) Interest      115        152       128       188       240

(-) Depreciation      304        259       253       280       380

PBT & extraordinary items      167        305       609       763   1,252

(-) Provision for Taxation        38          57       164       191       317

Net Profits      128        248       445       572       935

Growth (%) 21.2 189.9 79.3 28.5 63.5

Fully diluted Eq. sh. O/s (mn no) 19.4 19.4 19.4 22.5 22.5

Book Value (Rs) 68.1 76.3 94.9 114.8 150.5

Basic EPS (Rs) 6.6 12.8 22.9 25.4 41.5

Diluted EPS (Rs) 5.7 11.0 19.7 25.4 41.5

Equity Share Capital  194  194  194  225  225

Reserves & Surplus  1,129  1,288  1,617  2,361  3,168

Share Suspense A/c - - 33 - -

Net worth  1,323  1,483  1,845  2,587  3,393

Total Debt  1,785  1,729  1,501  2,391  2,070

Deferred Tax Liability  346  334  320  339  364

Capital Employed  3,455  3,547  3,633  5,317  5,827

Fixed Assets  2,110  2,095  2,139  3,864  3,584

Net current assets  1,276  1,396  1,459  1,385  2,175

Investments  68  56  68  68  68

Misc exp.  1  1  0  -  -

Total Assets  3,455  3,547  3,666  5,317  5,827
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Cash Flow Statement 2006 2007 2008 2009E 2010E

Key Ratios 2006 2007 2008 2009E 2010E

Year Ended March (Figures in Rs mn)

PBT & Extraord. items       167       305       609        763    1,252

Depreciation       304       259       253        280        380

Interest       115       152       128        188        240

Other Adjustments         (1)           1         (5)            -            -

Misc Exp w/off           1           1           0            0            -

Dividend/Interest Recd         (8)         (1)         (0)        (50)        (40)

Tax Paid       (74)       (96)     (179)      (172)      (292)

(Inc)/Dec in working capital     (337)         33     (278)          56      (433)

Cash from operations       167       654       529    1,065    1,108

Net Capital exp     (219)     (245)     (230)   (2,005)      (100)

Net Investment       402         12       (12)          (0)            -

Int / Div. Recceived (incl other inc)           8           1           0          50          40

Cash from investing activities       191     (232)     (242)   (1,955)        (60)

Issue of Shares           -           -         33        299            -

Change in Loans     (153)       (56)     (228)        850      (281)

Dividend paid (incl tax)       (68)       (78)       (78)      (129)      (129)

Interest Paid     (115)     (152)     (128)      (188)      (240)

Cash from financing activities     (336)     (285)     (401)        832      (650)

Inc/Dec. in cash         22       137     (114)        (58)        398

OPM (%) 13.0 12.6 15.0 16.8 17.0

ROACE (%) 8.1 13.3 21.0 23.8 29.3

ROANW (%) 9.9 17.7 26.7 25.8 31.3

Sales/Total Assets (x) 1.2 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.8

Sales/Net Block (x) 2.0 2.7 2.9 2.4 3.1

Debt:Equity (times) 1.3 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.6

Current Ratio (times) 3.5 3.7 2.9 2.5 2.6

Interest Cover (times) 2.5 3.0 5.7 5.1 6.2

Debtors (days) 65 56 57 50 50

Inventory (days) 73 43 51 43 40

Net working capital (days) 85 59 61 43 40

EV/Sales (x) 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4

EV/EBIDT (x) 6.3 4.8 3.4 3.7 2.1

P/E (x) 15.0 7.8 4.3 3.9 2.4

P/BV (x) 1.5 1.3 1.0 0.9 0.7
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